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May 7, 2015
Board of Trustees
Financial Accounting Foundation
401 Merritt 7
Norwalk, CT 06856
Re: Three-Year Review of the Private Company Council
Dear Board of Trustees:
On behalf of the 1.3 million credit union members, the Missouri Credit Union Association
(MCUA) appreciates the opportunity to comment regarding the Financial Accounting Foundation
(FAF) Board of Trustees’ three-year review of the Private Company Council (PCC).
We ask the FAF to ensure that the PCC’s efforts to “improve” private-entity standards continue
to result in standards that are no more complex or burdensome than existing U.S. generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). As the FAF is well aware, much of the reporting
requirements of GAAP—though applicable to all entities—target the highly complex financial
transactions of only a limited segment of reporting entities (i.e., publicly traded companies). We
believe, therefore, that all modifications to GAAP intended to improve the standards for private
entities should involve simplifying overly complex standards and/or decreasing the reporting
burden of unnecessarily burdensome standards.
Credit unions are member-owned, not-for-profit institutions—even though the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) does not include credit unions in its not-for-profit
classification category for rulemaking purposes. Similar to other not-for-profits, many credit
unions—particularly the smaller ones—have limited staff and resources available to address
issues outside of credit unions’ primary objective, which is to serve their member-owners. While
MCUA believes there is a need for improvements to private entity standards, we urge the FAF,
FASB, and the PCC to consider the cost, benefit, and relevancy of such standards.
We believe that many of the (complex) reporting requirements of current GAAP are necessary
to ensure adequate and accurate information is reported by public companies as is necessary
for investors to make informed decisions regarding the financial health of the company.
However, as indicated above, such (complex) reporting requirements are often inappropriate for
non-public entities, for which the primary user of their financial information is not a public
investor—but, in the case of a credit union, its state or federal regulator.
Regulatory Compliance Challenges
Credit unions are struggling to comply with current, revised, and new regulations from a variety
of regulatory agencies and standard-setting bodies, including FASB. FASB’s pending proposal
on credit losses is an example of a rule that will present immense compliance challenges for
credit unions and other reporting entities covered by the standard. Smaller institutions have
limited resources and simply cannot afford the investment in complex systems necessary to
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automate data analytics. Nor can they afford a team of professionals with the expertise
necessary to analyze and report the data.
Specific to the pending credit losses proposal, we are very concerned that the standard would
have serious unintended consequences on our economy that would ultimately adversely impact
all consumers. Holding substantially more in reserves than necessary, and the cost of the
required resources to analyze data on a granular level, will burden not-for-profit credit unions of
all asset sizes resulting in a decline of credit availability and less return to consumers. While we
understand the PCC’s involvement with the credit losses proposal as it will apply to financial
institutions is limited, we wanted to take the opportunity to again express our concerns to the
FAF regarding the proposal.
Coordination with Regulatory Agencies
We urge FASB and the PCC to work closely with regulatory agencies that oversee entities,
including financial institutions that are required to adhere to GAAP. Specifically, FASB and the
PCC should coordinate their efforts with the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) since
whether an entity can apply established GAAP alternatives may ultimately be determined by
regulators or other financial statement users that may not accept financial statements that
reflect GAAP alternatives.
While NCUA has statutory authority under the Federal Credit Union Act to deviate from GAAP
when appropriate, the agency has utilized this authority sparingly. We have concern that the
potential benefits of some of the GAAP alternatives contemplated by the PCC, if adopted by
FASB, may not be realized if regulators prohibit those under their purview from applying such
standards. In that connection, we urge FASB to work closely
With NCUA and other regulators to ensure they have an adequate understanding of any GAAP
alternatives and will accept their use once they have been approved by FASB, in coordination
with the PCC.
As always, we appreciate the opportunity to review this issue. We will be happy to respond to
any questions regarding these comments.
Sincerely,

Don Cohenour
President

